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The internal transitions of two-dimensional~2D! excitons in a high
magnetic fieldB exhibit features due to the coupling of the internal and
center-of-mass motions. A study is made of these features, and it is
shown that for magnetoexcitons with a center-of-mass momentumK
Þ0 the energies of the strong transitions decrease with increasingK ,
and the absorption spectra show weakly resolved transitions, whose
total intensity depends strongly on the exciton statistics~distribution
function!. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00421-0#

PACS numbers: 71.35.Ji, 75.70.Cn

1. Intraband transitions of quasi–two-dimensional excitons in quantum wells~QWs!
and superlattices in a magnetic field have attracted a great deal of interest in recen
~see Refs. 1–3 and the literature cited therein!. Progress in this field requires a sensiti
method of investigation — optically detected cyclotron resonance. Intraband IR mag
spectroscopy could be effective for studying the kinetics of interlevel excitonic tra
tions, for investigating collective effects in a system of excitons with finite density,
for resolving the fine structure of the ground and excited states of quasi-2D exciton
example, in coupled double QWs.4

In the case of intraband IR spectroscopy, all populated excitonic states give
sponse, including states with finite center-of-mass momentumK . This is in contrast to
interband transitions for which only excitons withK50 are optically active. Physically
the center-of-mass and relative motions of a neutrale–h pair are coupled in a magneti
field B. The present letter examines theoretically some characteristics of exciton
absorption, which are associated with this circumstance, in 2D systems in a high
netic field. Similar effects should exist in atomic physics~taking account of the change i
the characteristic magnetic field and momentum scales5!.

2. For simplicity, we shall study the purely 2D situation. Motion of a 2D neutrale–h
pair in a transverse magnetic fieldB5(0,0,B) is described by the Hamiltonian
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wherer5(x,y). The motion is characterized5 by a conserved magnetic momentum of t
center of massK̂52 i\“R2 (e/c) A(r ). HereR5(mere1mhrh)/M are the coordinates
of the center of mass andr5re2rh are the relativee–h coordinates,M5me1mh , and
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2B3r . The wave function of an exciton with momentumK can be represented in th

form5 CK5exp(i/\) @K1 (e/c) A„r …#•R)FK(r ). This can also be regarded as a unita
transformation of the HamiltonianH→H̃(K )5Û†HÛ, where Û(K )5exp((i/\)
3@K1 (e/c) A„r …#•R). The transformed Hamiltonian has the form5,6

H̃(K )5H̃0(K )1Ueh , and
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wherem215me
211mh

21 , vce(h)5eB/me(h)c, and l̂ z52 i @r3¹r#z is the projection of
the angular momentum of the relative motion. Similarly to the case of electrons
magnetic fieldB, the Hamiltonian~2! can be diagonalized in a representation of Bo
ladder operators~see Ref. 7!. For this, we first perform another unitary transformatio5

H̃(K )→H̄5Ŵ†(K )H̃(K )Ŵ(K ), whereŴ(K )5exp((i/2\) gK–r ) andg5(mh2me)/M ,
and then a translation of the coordinatesr˜ r̄ 5r2r05( x̄ , ȳ ) with r05ez3K l B

2/\. After
this we obtain the HamiltonianH̄0 ~obviously,H̄5H̄01Ueh( r̄ )) which in the coordinate
representation assumes the form of the HamiltonianH̃0(K50) from Eq.~2!. To diago-
nalizeH̄0 we introduce the ladder operators

ā†5
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such that @ ā , ā†#5@ b̄ , b̄†#51 and @ ā , b̄ #5@ ā , b̄†#50; here z5 x̄ 1 i ȳ and

l B5(\c/eB)1/2. In this representation, we haveH̄05\vce( ā† ā1 1
2)1\vch( b̄† b̄1 1

2),
so that the orthonormalized eigenstates have the form of factorized wave func

unm&5( ā†)n( b̄†)mu00&/An!m! with eigenvalues\vce(n1 1
2)1\vch(m1 1

2). In the co-
ordinate representation the wave functions^r unm&[fnm(r ) are identical to the wave
functions of an electron in a fieldB ~for example,̂ r u00&5exp(2r2/4l B

2)/(2p l B
2)1/2). In

the case of a magnetoexciton the operatorsā†, ā ( b̄†, b̄ ) describe electronic~hole!
Landau levels. Since Ŝ(K )[Ŵ„K )Û(K )5exp((i/\) R0•@K1 (e/c) A„r …#), where

R05 1
2(re1rh),the wave functionsunmK &5Ŝ(K )unm& describing the free motion of an

e–h pair in a fieldB can be represented in the form

CnmK~re ,rh!5^rerhunmK &5expS i

\
R0•FK1

e

c
A~r !G Dfnm~r2r0!. ~4!

The wave functionsCnmK(re ,rh) correspond in the limit of a high magnetic fiel
~cf. Ref. 6! to 2D magnetoexcitons with the dispersion relationEnm(K )
5^nmuUeh(r2r0)unm&.

3. Let us examine the interaction of excitons with IR radiation. In the Fara
geometry~the radiation propagates parallel toB) the Hamiltonian describing absorptio
accompanying an interaction with the ac electric field~with amplitudeF0 and frequency
v) of circularly polarized IR radiation has the form
618 618JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 9, 10 Nov. 1997 A. B. Dzyubenko
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Here the6 signs denote left~right! circular polarizations6, and

p j
65p jx6 ip jy ,~ j 5e,h!, pe52 i\“e1

e

c
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e

c
Ah .

It can be shown that@dV̂6,K̂ #50, i.e., magnetic momentum is conserved in IR tran
tions ~in the dipole approximation this also follows from the law of conservation of
total momentum!. For K50, magnetoexcitons can be characterized by the conse
projection of the angular momentuml z of the relativee–h motion; here l z5n2m

( l̂ z5 ā† ā2 b̄† b̄ ). For this reason, for excitons withK50 in a fieldB the selection rules
have the standard form

^CK50,l
z8

8 udV̂6uCK50,l z
&;d l

z8 ,l z61 . ~6!

For KÞ0, on account of the presence of the term (e/Mc)B•@r3K # ~which corre-
sponds to a uniform electric field in the moving coordinate system inB), the Hamiltonian
~2! does not possess axial symmetry. As a result, the selection rules for IR trans
reduce to only conservation of momentum: generally speaking,^CK8 udV̂6uCK&Þ0 for all
pairs of excitonic terms. The analysis simplifies in the high-field limit. The matrix
ments of the operator describing the interaction with the IR radiation field between s
of the 2D magnetoexcitons~4! have the form

^n8m8K udV̂6unmK &5^n8m8uŜ~K !†dV̂6Ŝ~K !unm&. ~7!

The relation

Ŝ~K !†dV̂1Ŝ~K !5
iA2e\F0

v l B
S a †̄

me
2

b̄

mh
D e2 ivt ~8!

shows that the matrix element~7! does not depend on the momentumK , and in this limit
transitions are possible only with a change in the Landau level numbersDn(Dm)51 for
s6 polarization. The mixing of the Landau levels is taken into account below.

4. Let us consider IR transitions between excitons withK50. In high magnetic
fields, the 1s excitonic states are formed mainly by the stateu00K50&, which corre-
sponds to the zerothe andh Landau levels. On account of thee–h Coulomb interaction,
there is also a weak; l B /aBe(h)!1 @aBe(h)5e\2/me(h)e

2# admixing of higher Landau
levels unnK50&. In a similar manner, the 2p1(2p2) excitonic states are formed in th
ground stateu10K50& (u01K50&) with a weak admixing of the statesun11 nK50&
(unn11 K50&). For this reason, the excitonic transition 1s→2p1 (1s→2p2) in a high
field B can be regarded4 as an electron~hole! cyclotron resonancef00→f10 (f00→f01),
which is modified by excitonic effects. In the purely 2D case and in the limit of a h
magnetic field, the binding energies of 1s and 2p6 magnetoexcitons are equal to6 E00

5E0 andE105E015
1
2E0, respectively; hereE05Ap/2e2/e l B;AB. For this reason, the

1s→2p6 transition energies in this limit are
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The transitions 1s→np6 to higher-lying excited states are weak;@ l B /aBe(h)#
2, and their

energies

E1s→np65\vce~h!1~n21!@\vce1\vch#1F12
@2~n21!#!

22~n21!@~n21!! #2GE0 ~10!

contain a contribution which is a multiple of the sum of thee andh cyclotron energies
@\vce1\vch#; the last term'@12(pn)21/2#E0 for n@1 in Eq. ~10!.

Evidently, the excitonic IR transitions are sensitive to thee–h Coulomb interactions.
Kohn’s theorem8 is inapplicable in this situation, since the charge-to-mass ratios
different for e andh. However, as one can see from Eq.~10!, thedifference

E1s→np12E1s→np25\vce2\vch ~11!

does not depend on thee–h interactions.4 The result~11! follows from the fact that the
variables in Eq.~2! are separable in cylindrical coordinates, and it is valid not only in
limit of a high magnetic field or for a 2D system. This can likewise be attributed to
existence of an exact symmetry for excitons in a uniform fieldB. To show this, we
introduce9 the time-reversal operatorT̂ which operatesonly on the system under study
The fieldB is assumed to be an external field: The direction ofB does not change unde
the operationT̂ ~the currents generatingB do not change direction!. In the standard
manner, the coordinates do not change sign under the operationT̂: T̂21r T̂5r , while the
momenta and orbital angular momenta do change sign:T̂21p̂T̂52p̂ and T̂21 l̂T̂52 l̂ .
For the total HamiltonianH̃(K )5Û†(K )HÛ(K ), corresponding to the internal motion o
an e–h pair ~see Eq.~2!!, we have

@H̃~K !,T̂#5@H̃0~K !,T̂#5~\vch2\vce!T̂l̂ z . ~12!

We shall now take into account that for excitons withK50 the projectionl z is a good
quantum number and thatT̂CK50np15CK50np2. ~We note thatT̂21 ā†T̂5 b̄†, so that
T̂unm&5umn&, and the last equality is obvious in the high-field limit.! Therefore relation
~11! follows from the operator algebra~12!. In order for the relation~12! to hold formally
it is important that the operatorT̂ is antiunitary, so thatT̂21Û(K )T̂ÞÛ(K ) and

@Û(K ),T̂#Þ0. The analysis based on an operator algebra similar to the algebra~12!
could be helpful for investigating more complicated Hamiltonians in a fieldB ~compare
with the theorem for a one-component many-electron system9!.

5. Let us establish the characteristic features due to IR absorption by~for example,
thermally excited! magnetoexcitons withKÞ0. We assume that the magnetic fieldB is
high enough (l B!aBe(h)) that the mixing of different Landau levels can be taken in
account by perturbation theory. The results should also be applicable qualitative
lower fields l B<aBe(h) . We shall study the magnetic quantum limitnX52p l B

2nX!1,
when magnetoexcitons fill the zeroth Landau levels;nX is the exciton density.
620 620JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 9, 10 Nov. 1997 A. B. Dzyubenko
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Let us consider first how the energy of a strong transitionu00K &→u10K & depends on
K. Assuming low temperatureskBT!E0, we can limit the analysis to low moment
Kl B /\!1. The dispersion relations for magnetoexcitons in this region are quadrat6

E00~K !.2E01K2/2M00, E10~K !.2
1

2
E01K2/2M10, ~13!

whereM0052\2/E0l B
2 and M10522M00. The magnetoexcitonu10K & is characterized

by anegativeeffective mass. As a result of this, the ‘‘kinetic’’ energies of the initial a
final states do not compensate each other, and the transition energy

E00→105\vce1
1

2
E02

K2

2M00
S 11

M00

uM10u
D ~14!

decreases with increasing momentumK. ~A similar situation for the transition
u00K &→u20K & is shown in Fig. 1.! Therefore it can be expected that as the tempera
increases in a high magnetic field, the line due to this transition will broaden pred
nantly into the region oflower energies. Since the dispersion of 2D magnetoexciton
due to onlye–h interactions,6 this effect is simply due to the influence of interpartic
interactions on intraband excitonic IR transitions.

Let us now estimate the characteristic size of the third term in Eq.~14!. Since 2D
magnetoexcitons form an almost ideal gas,10 we propose for them a Bose distributio
function f X5(exp@(eK2m)/kBT#21)21, whereeK5K2/2M005E0K2l B

2/4\2 from Eq.~13!,
and the chemical potential of a 2D ideal Bose gas is given by the expre
m5kBT ln@12exp(2E0nX/2kBT)#. Therefore, for 2D magnetoexcitons, the particular
gime which is realized is determined by the parameterz[E0nX /kBT. In the classical
limit, z!1, we have Maxwell–Boltzmann statistics, and^K2&/2M005kBT. In the degen-

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the dispersionE00(K) andE20(K) of 2D magnetoexcitonsu00K & and u20K &.
The vertical double arrow shows the weakly resolveds1 IR transition. The dashed lines mark the positions
the unoccupied Landau levels (nenh).
621 621JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 9, 10 Nov. 1997 A. B. Dzyubenko
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erate quantum limit,z@1 ~when the chemical potentialm52kBTe2z/2 is exponentially
small!, we obtain^K2&/2M005p2kBT/3z!kBT, i.e., narrowing of the absorption lin
occurs.

Another feature associated with IR absorption by magnetoexcitons withKÞ0 is due
to mixing of different Landau levels. In the high magnetic field limit, when mixing
neglected, the magnetoexciton wave functionsunmK & are given by expression~4!. In the
next order in the parameterl B /aBe(h)!1, the wave functions assume the for
unm̃K &5(n8m8An8m8

(nm) un8m8K &, where the coefficientsAnm
(nm)5O(1) and

An8m8
~nm!

5
Unm

n8m8~K !

\vce~n2n8!1\vch~m2m8!
;

l B

aBe~h!
!1. ~15!

HereUnm
n8m8(K )5^n8m8K uUehunmK & is the Coulomb matrix element between two ma

netoexcitonic states. An analytical expression forUnm
n8m8(K ) with arbitrary indices is

obtained in Ref. 11~see also Ref. 6!. For magnetoexcitons withKÞ0 thee–h interaction
mixesall states on different Landau levelsunmK &. This gives rise to a number of new
lines in the spectra@cf. Eq. ~6!#: ^nm̃K udV̂6u00̃K &Þ0. However, all transitions with
un2muÞ1 are found to be weak, of order;( l B /aBe(h))

2. Furthermore, forkBT!E0, the
larger the differenceun2mu, the weaker the transition is. Let us consider as an exam
the transitionu00̃K &→u20̃K & ~see Fig. 1!. We underscore that forK50 this is a strictly
forbidden transition 1s→3d1. The total intensity of the transitionu00̃K &→u20̃K & ~the
total absorbed power is.2\vceR20)

R205
2p

\ (
K

u^20̃K udV̂1u00̃K &u2f X~K,T! ~16!

depends on the population of differentK states;f X(K,T) is the Bose distribution function
of 2D magnetoexcitons in the zeroth Landau level. In the classical (z!1) and quantum
(z@1) limits we obtain

R205
25

32

e2F0
2

\
zS kBT

\vce
D 2

;TB25/2, z[E0nX /kBT!1 , ~17!

R205
25

32

e2F0
2

\ Fp2

3
2ze2z/2G S kBT

\vce
D 2

;T2B22, z@1 . ~18!

It is interesting to note that in the classical limit~17! the total intensityR20;nX , whereas
in the quantum limit~18! R20 saturates and~to within exponential corrections! is inde-
pendent of the exciton densitynX . Transitions to higher Landau levelsu00̃K &→unm̃K &
~i.e., transitions in thes1 polarization withN[n2m.1) are suppressed even mo
strongly at low temperatures: For example, forz!1 their total intensity is

Rnm;
nX~kBT!N21

@~n1m21!\vc#
2E0

N23
;TN21B2~N13!/2, ~19!

where we have set as a simplificationvce.vch5vc .
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6. In summary, we have studied the internal magnetooptic transitions of 2D
tons. It was established that for excitons with center-of-mass momentumK50 the spec-
tra contain pairs of transitions differing in energy by the difference of the cyclo
energies of an electron and hole\(vch2vce). This result was obtained for the case
simple bands with quadratic dispersion relations. A recent experiment12 showed that this
property also holds approximately for quasi-2D excitons in a GaAs/GaAlAs quan
well with a complicated valence band. This situation will be studied theoretically
separate publication. It was predicted that for magnetoexcitons withKÞ0 the spectra of
strong transitions will broaden into the region of low energies with increasing temp
ture. It was also shown that transitions for whichKÞ0 and which are weakly resolve
are sensitive to the magnetoexciton statistics. Thus a study of transitions of this
could be helpful in the investigation of the condensation of 2D magnetoexcitons.
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